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BASE STATION, RADIO RESOURCE



in order to transmit the non-real time packet 308 of informa



tion having a long acceptable delay time.



CONTROL EQUIPMENT, MOBILE STATION, COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, AND COMMUNICATION METHOD



However, in the case of performing the scheduling, the mobile stations and the base station, which transmit and receive the packets always need to be aware of information



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



concerning the priorities of packets stored in the buffers of the mobile stations and the elapsed time necessary to acquire the priorities for the purpose of controlling the transmission sequence of the packets. Therefore, the mobile stations and



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



the base station must always transmit/receive and be aware of



CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS



there has been a problem that a control time for controlling the sequence is increased with increases a control delay, resulting



information concerning the priorities, the elapsed times and the like for all the packets. Consequently, in the scheduling, in an inability to satisfy the acceptable delay time to be required. Moreover, there has been another problem in that



This application is based upon and claims the bene?t of



priority from the prior Japanese Patent Application No.



overheads are increased.



P2001 -358302, ?led on Nov. 22, 2001; the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.



radio resources, a certain quantity of radio resources are



Moreover, in the case of performing the ?xed allocation of



?xedly allocated irrespective of the quantity of radio resource BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a base station, a radio resource control equipment, a mobile station, a communica tion system, and a communication method.



25



2. Description of the Related Art When transmitting packets of information such as a voice



that each mobile station reserves too much radio resources,



and a moving picture, having a short acceptable delay time, it is important to guarantee the acceptable delay time. For the above purpose, for example, a base station has



heretofore given priority to packets transmitted by a mobile station in consideration of the acceptable delay time, and performs scheduling that controls the order of transmitting packets in accordance with priority. To be more concrete, the base station has previously de?ned the acceptable delay time of packets in accordance with the type of information. Then,



30



35



the base station has obtained a difference between the de?ned



acceptable delay time and an elapsed time from the genera



thus causing radio resources not to be used ef?ciently. For example, in FIG. 1, a certain slot number of time slots 307a and 307b are ?xedly allocated regardless of the number of the real time packets 381a to 383a, 381b and 383b trans mitted by the mobile stations of the respective users. How ever, in the second frame 309b, the user #2 uses only one slot in order to transmit the real time packet 382a. Moreover, the user #1 does not use the allocated time slot 307b at all since the user #1 transmits no transmission packet. As a result of this, the slots 2 and 3 allocated to the user #2 and the slots 4 and 5 allocated to the user #1 are wasted, thus deteriorating



the utilization ef?ciency of radio resources. Furthermore, there has been a case in which the ?xed



tion of packets to the present. The base station has de?ned a



packet having the smallest difference as a packet having the highest priority. In this case, the packets are sequentially



necessary for each mobile station to actually transmit the packets. Accordingly, there has been a problem in that a situation frequently occurs, in which the actual necessary quantity of radio resources is much smaller than the quantity of radio resource ?xedly allocated, leading to a large waste of the radio resources. Speci?cally, there has been a problem in



40 allocation of radio resources cannot cope with a case where a



transmitted from the one having the smallest difference



required transmission rate varies in accordance with a change in an image, for example, such as a moving picture, and thus



between the acceptable delay time and the elapsed time.



the acceptable delay time cannot be satis?ed. Then, the base



Besides the above, a router has also carried out another type of



scheduling that controls to transmit a packet having a higher priority indicated by the DSCP prior to a packet having a lower priority, based on the DSCP (DiffServe Code Point).



45



the problems described above. Consequently, there has



Moreover, in order to guarantee the acceptable delay time, the base station has sometimes performed a ?xed allocation of radio resources, in which a radio channel is divided into a



50



plurality of time slots, and the time slots are ?xedly allocated to mobile stations. In this case, the base station has ?xedly allocated time slots necessary to transmit information having short acceptable delay times to mobile stations transmitting the packets of such information. FIG. 1 shows the case where



55



the base station ?xedly allocates the uplink packet channel 307 to a mobile station of a user #1 and a mobile station of a



allocated to the user #2 in order to transmit any of the real time



occurred a problem that the wasted radio resources increase even further leading to further deterioration of the utilization ef?ciency of radio resources. Moreover, in order to allocate radio resources in response to the maximum transmission rate, the transmission rate needs to be clear and that the transmission rate needs to be aware by the lower layer. There fore, the method for allocating radio resources in response to the maximum transmission rate cannot be employed for gen



eral-purpose applications, and thus the acceptable delay time cannot be satis?ed in some cases.



Accordingly, it is desirable to provide a base station, radio



user #2.



Each of the frames 309a to 3090 is composed of eight time slots. Each time slot 307b composed of two (the fourth and ?fth) slots is ?xedly allocated to the user #1 in order to transmit any of the real time packets 381b and 383b of the information having a short acceptable delay time. Each time slot 307a composed of three (the ?rst to third) slots is ?xedly



station has allocated radio resources to the mobile stations in response to the maximum transmission rate in order to solve



resource control equipment, a mobile station, a communica



tion system and a communication method, which are capable 60



of satisfying the acceptable delay time required for the pack ets, and enabling the radio resources to be used ef?ciently. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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It is an object of the present invention to enable the accept



packets 381a, 382a and 383a. Each time slot 307c composed



able delay time required for the packet to be satis?ed and



of residual three slots is shared by the user #1 and the user #2



radio resources to be used ef?ciently.
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A base station according to an aspect of the present inven tion includes an acquisition unit for acquiring a quantity of stored packets from a mobile station, the quantity of stored



FIG. 7 is a vieW explaining a reallocation of priority radio resources according to the embodiment of the present inven tion.



packets being stored in a buffer storing the packets transmit



FIG. 8 is a vieW explaining an allocation and a reallocation



ted by a mobile station, a radio resource controller for allo



of radio resources in CDMA according to the embodiment of



cating radio resources preferentially usable by the mobile station (hereinafter, referred to as “priority radio resources”)



the present invention. FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a con?guration of a mobile station according to the embodiment of the present invention.



to a radio channel for the mobile station, and for allocating radio resources alloWed to be used by the mobile station (hereinafter, referred to as a “usable radio resource”) from the priority radio resources to the mobile station by use of the



FIGS. 10A and 10B are ?oWcharts shoWing an operation of the base station according to the embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 11 is a ?owchart shoWing an operation of the mobile station according to the embodiment of the present invention.



quantity of stored packets acquired by the acquisition unit, and a result noti?cation unit for reporting a result of the allocation by the radio resource controller to the mobile sta tion. According to the base station as described above, the radio resource controller allocates the priority radio resources pref



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



erentially usable by the mobile station to the radio channel for the mobile station. Therefore, the mobile station can reserve



the priority radio resources preferentially usable. Moreover,



20



the acquisition unit acquires the quantity of the stored packets stored in the buffer of the mobile station. Then, the radio resource controller allocates the usable radio resources,



Which are alloWed to be used by the mobile station, among the priority radio resources by use of the quantity of the stored



25



packets acquired by the acquisition unit. The result noti?ca tion unit reports the result of the allocation to the mobile



station. Therefore, the base station can dynamically change the allocation of the usable radio resource in the mobile



station by use of the quantity of stored packets stored in the buffer of the mobile station. Furthermore, the base station and the mobile station do not alWays need to transmit/receive and be aWare of information concerning priorities, elapsed times and the like for all packets as in the scheduling. Accordingly, the base station can satisfy the acceptable delay time required for the packets since a control delay can
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example, in TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), time slots obtained by dividing radio channels by time become electric poWer becomes radio resources. As shoWn in FIG. 3, the base station 2 includes the antenna



35



station dynamically changes the allocation of usable radio 40



the radio resources e?iciently. Particularly, the base station



can satisfy the acceptable delay time by allocating the priority radio resources to some extent to the mobile station and can



realiZe ef?cient use of radio resources by dynamically chang



present in the Wireless Zone 4. The base station 4 allocates radio resources to radio channels for mobile station 3, and reallocates the radio resources. Radio resources imply physi cal resources necessary to transmit the packets. The radio resources differ depending on the Wireless access system. For



radio resources. In CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access),



be prevented and the mobile station can reserve the priority radio resources preferentially usable. Furthermore, the base resources to prevent the allocation of unnecessary radio resources to the mobile station, thus making it possible to use



An embodiment of the present invention Will be described With reference to the draWings. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the communication system 1 includes the base station 2 and the plurality of mobile stations 3. The base station 2 forms the Wireless Zone 4, and transmits/ receives packets to/from the plurality of mobile stations 3



45



21, the TRX 22, the baseband processor 23, the netWork interface unit 24, and the radio resource control equipment 25. The radio resource control equipment 25 includes the control signal processor 25a, the radio resource controller 25b, and the timer 25c. The antenna 21 transmits/receives signals from/to the mobile stations 3. The antenna 21 inputs received signals to the TRX 22. Moreover, the antenna 21 transmits signals inputted from the TRX 22. The TRX 22 is a Wireless unit. The TRX 22 performs an A/D conversion for the signals received by the antenna 21 and inputs the converted signals to the baseband processor 23. Moreover, the TRX 22 receives



spread transmission signals from the baseband processor 23, performs a D/A conversion, and inputs the transmission sig



ing the allocation of the usable radio resources even if the mobile station transmits a packet in Which a transmission rate is not clear, or a packet in Which a transmission rate is varied.



nals to the antenna 21. Moreover, the TRX 22 inputs the use condition of the radio resources to the radio resource control



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS



50



FIG. 1 is a vieW explaining a conventional ?xed allocation of radio resources. FIG. 2 is a vieW shoWing a constitution of a communication 55



system according to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a con?guration of a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 4 is a vieW explaining an allocation of radio resources



in TDMA according to the embodiment of the present inven tion. FIG. 5 is a graph calculating variations of a usable radio resource according to the embodiment of the present inven tion. FIG. 6 is an illustration shoWing a real time packet accord ing to the embodiment of the present invention.



ler 25b. The baseband processor 23 carries out signal processing such as despreading of the signals inputted from the TRX 22. The base band processor 23 inputs control signals to the control signal processor 25a in the case of receiving the control signals from the TRX 22. Moreover, the baseband processor 23 carries out signal processing such as spreading



of signals inputted from the control signal processor 25a and the netWork interface unit 24. The baseband processor 23



inputs the processed signals to the TRX 22. The netWork 60



65



interface unit 24 is connected to the netWork 11. The control signal processor 25a takes out information



included in the control signals that Were inputted from the baseband processor 23. The control signal processor 25a inputs the information to the radio resource controller 25b in accordance With the contents of the information that is taken out. To be more concrete, the control signal processor 25a inputs information to the radio resource controller 25b, the
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information being used for the allocation of radio resources by the radio resource controller 25b. The information used for



transmission rates necessary to transmit the information vary



the allocation of radio resources by the radio resource con



mission of information. Moreover, in the case of transmitting moving picture, necessary transmission rates vary in response to the movement of the image.



depending on QoS (Quality of Service) required for the trans



troller 25b includes, for example, requests for real time com munications from the-mobile station 3, the quantity of stored packets stored in the buffers of the mobile station 3 Without



being transmitted, acknowledgements of the packets and the



MeanWhile, non-real time communications imply the transmission/receipt of information for Which real time char



like. Moreover, the control signal processor 25a generates con



acteristics are not required. Information for Which real time characteristics are not required implies information having a



trol signals including radio resource information concerning



long acceptable delay time. The transmission packet of infor



the radio resources. The control signal processor 25a receives



mation for Which real time characteristics are not required is referred to as a non-real time packet. A non-real time packet



the radio resource information from the radio resource con



becomes a packet having a loW priority in transmission, since



troller 25b. The radio resource information includes, for example, a result of the allocation of the radio resources to the user of each mobile station 3 by the radio resource controller 25b (hereinafter, referred to as an “allocation result”), trans mission information concerning a usable radio resource in the



its acceptable delay time is long. Therefore, the packet having a loW priority denotes a non-real time packet having a long



acceptable delay time. The non-real time packet includes, for example, a packet of transmitted data.



transmission of a loW-priority transmission (hereinafter,



The radio resource controller 25b receives a notice of the



generation of real time packets When these packets are gen



referred to as an “open radio resource”), and the like. The



control signal processor 25a inputs the generated control



20



erated in the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2. Upon



signals to the baseband processor 23.



receiving the notice of the generation of real time packets



In such a manner, the antenna 21 receives the signals trans mitted from the mobile station 3, the TRX 22 converts the 25



from the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the priority radio resources to the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2. More con cretely, the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2 make



30



requests to the base station 2 for real time communications, and thus report the generation of the real time packets thereto. Therefore, upon receiving the requests for real time commu nications from the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the priority radio



signals, the baseband processor 23 processes the signals, and the control signal processor 25a takes out the information



included in the control signals respectively. Thus, the antenna 21, the TRX 22, the baseband processor 23 and the control signal processor 25a function as an acquisition unit for acquiring the information necessary to control the allocation of radio resources from the mobile stations, the information



including the request for the real time communications, the



resources to the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2. From



quantity of the stored packets, the acknowledgements of the



the control signal processor 25a, the radio resource controller 25b receives the requests for real time communications from the mobile stations 3. Note that the requests for the real time



packets and the like. Moreover, the control signal processor 25a generates sig nals, Which include radio resource information, the baseband processor 23 processes the signals, the TRX 22 converts the signals, and the antenna 21 transmits the signals to the mobile



35



station 3 respectively. Thus, the control signal processor 25a, the baseband processor 23, the TRX 22 and the antenna 21 function as a result noti?cation unit for reporting to the mobile station 3 the result of the allocation by the radio



40



resource controller 25b and the radio resource information



including the information of the open radio resource. The radio resource controller 25b allocates the radio resources to the mobile station 3. FIG. 4 is a vieW explaining the allocation of the radio resources by the radio resource controller 25b When the Wireless access system is TDMA.



45
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channel 7. Signals from the users #1 and #2 undergo packet multiplexing on the uplink packet channel 7 and are transmit ted. The radio resource controller 25b ?rst allocates the priority radio resources to the uplink packet channel 7 for the users #1



and #2 performing real time communications. Here, real time communications imply transmission/re ceipt of information for Which real time characteristics are required. The information for Which real time characteristics are required implies information having a short acceptable delay time. The packet of the information for Which the real



processor 25a veri?es the existence of the request of the real time communications. In the case of receiving a request for real time communi cations, the radio resource controller 25b receives from the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2, a speci?cation of the maximum quantity of radio resources necessary for the real time communication. The maximum quantity of the radio resources necessary for real time communication is the maxi mum quantity of radio resources necessary to transmit the



real time packet. The maximum quantity of radio resources is the numbers of time slots in the case of the TDMA, and the



The uplink packet channel 7 is shared by the plurality of mobile stations 3. In FIG. 4, tWo users of the mobile stations 3, Who are the user #1 and the user #2, share the uplink packet



communications are included in control signals transmitted



by an uplink control channel. Therefore, the control signal
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amount of electric poWer in the case of the CDMA. Note, When the maximum quantity of radio resources necessary for real time communications is not understood by the users #1 and #2 the maximum quantity for the radio resource control lers 25b is set to predetermined default values. Then, to the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2, the radio resource controller 25b allocates priority radio resources suf?cient to reserve the maximum quantity of radio resources speci?ed by the users #1 and #2. In such a manner,



the quantity of the priority radio resources is determined by the radio resource controller 25b and the mobile stations 3. 60



Note that the default values of the maximum quantity of the radio resources is preferably set large. In accordance With the above, the base station 2 can satisfy the acceptable delay time



time characteristics are required is referred to as a real time



even if the maximum quantity of radio resources that are



packet. The real time packet becomes a packet having a high priority in transmission since its acceptable delay time is short. The real time packet includes, for example, packets



actually necessary are large.



transmitting information such as a voice, a moving picture, and a streaming image. In the real time communications,



65



Note that the radio resource controller 25b receives the input of the use condition of the radio resources from the TRX 22 and alWays monitors the use condition of the radio resources. The use condition of the radio resources is the use
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When allocating priority radio resources, the radio



condition of the time slots in the TDMA, and is the received electric power of the base station 2, in the CDMA. Then, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the priority radio



resource controller 25b ?rst allocates the entire priority radio



resources to the mobile stations 3 of the respective users in consideration of the use condition of the radio resources and



Next, the radio resource controller 25b determines the quantity of usable radio resources, Which are to be allocated to the mobile stations 3 of the respective users #1 and #2 by



resources as the ?rst usable radio resources.



the allocation of radio resources of the uplink packet channel 7 to the plurality of mobile stations 3. For example, the radio resource controller 25b determines that it is incapable of allocating the priority radio resources to the mobile station 3



the quantity of the stored packets. It is satisfactory if the radio resource controller 25b determines the quantity of the usable



radio resources by the quantity of the stored packets. No limitations are imposed on a method for using the quantity of



of the user #1 When the maximum quantity of radio resources



the stored packets to determine the quantity of usable radio



Which is speci?ed by the user #1, is more than the quantity of radio resources in the entire uplink packet channel 7 (the maximum quantity of radio resources of the uplink packet channel 7). Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b also



resources.



For example, the radio resource controller 25b can allocate



determines that it is incapable of allocating the priority radio



the quantity of the usable radio resources directly in response to the quantity of stored packets. To be more concrete, the radio resource controller 25b allocates packets equal to the



resources to the mobile station 3 of the user #1 When the sum



quantity of stored packets acquired from the mobile stations 3



of the maximum quantity of the radio resources, Which is



as only the usable radio resources Which are immediately able



speci?ed by the user #1, and the quantity of the priority radio



to be transmitted. For example, When each quantity of stored



resources already allocated to other users is more than the 20 packets is three, the radio resource controller 25b allocates a



maximum quantity of radio resources of the uplink packet



time slot composed of three slots as the usable radio resource in the TDMA, and allocates electric poWer su?icient to trans mit three packets in a short time as the usable radio resource



channel 7. In such cases, the radio resource controller 25b



rejects the receipt of the request for real time communication from the mobile station 3, and does not allocate priority radio resources thereto.



in the CDMA. In accordance With the above, the radio 25



in response to the quantity of the acquired stored packets, and can eliminate the necessity of the operation and time for



In the case of FIG. 4, the maximum number of the time slots for the radio resource controller 25b is set as the maxi mum quantity of radio resources by the users #1 and #2. The



obtaining the variations of the quantity of the stored packets.



radio resource controller 25b allocates a quantity of priority radio resources suf?cient to reserve the speci?ed maximum number of the time slots to the mobile stations 3 of the users



Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b can carry out the 30



Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b may obtain the



may allocate the quantity of the usable radio resources in accordance With the variations. For example, the radio 35



25b allocates the time slot 7b composed of tWo (fourth and



increases, the radio resource controller 25b allocates a quan 40



three (?rst to third) slots to be used as the priority radio



allocate the time slot 7c composed of three (sixth to eighth)



Where the quantity of the stored packet decreases, the radio



slots to neither the user #1 nor #2. 45



immediately transmit packets equivalent to a decrement thereof from the quantity of radio resources allocated last time, as the usable radio resources. 50



Concretely, When the quantity of the stored packet
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decreased by one and the radio resource controller 25b allo cated a time slot composed of tWo slots last time, the radio resource controller 25b allocates one slot obtained by sub tracting one slot transmitting a decreased one packet from the previous tWo slots as the usable radio resource. Moreover,



the radio resources can be used more e?iciently in connec



tionless-type communications. After allocating the priority radio resources to the mobile stations 3 of the respective users #1 and #2, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the usable radio resources. The radio resource controller 25b allocates the radio resources actually



When the quantity of the stored packet increases by one and



alloWed to be used by the mobile stations 3 from the priority



the radio resource controller 25b allocated electric poWer of 16 (dBm) last time, the radio resource controller 25b can



radio resources. The radio resource controller 25b allocates



by using quantity of stored packets in the buffers of the mobile stations 3 Without being transmitted, being acquired from the



allocate electric poWer of 24 (dBm) obtained by adding elec 60



mobile stations 3 through the antenna 21, the TRX 22, the baseband processor 23 and the control signal processor 25a.



tric poWer of 8 (dBm) suf?cient to transmit an additional one



transmission packet in a short time to the previous electric poWer of 16 (dBm) as the usable radio resources. In the case of performing the allocation in accordance With the variations as described above, the radio resource control



In such a manner, the radio resource controller 25b allocates



the priority radio resources preferentially usable by the respective users, and dynamically changes the allocation of



resource controller 25b allocates a quantity Which is obtained



by subtracting a quantity of radio resources suf?cient to



the base station 2 can allocate the priority radio resource in



response to the generation of the real time packet. Therefore,



tity, Which is obtained by adding a quantity of radio resources suf?cient to immediately transmit packets equivalent to an increment thereof to the quantity of radio resources allocated last time, as the usable radio resources. Moreover, in the case



resource. Note that the radio resource controller 25b does not



As described above, it is preferable that the radio resource controller 25b allocates the priority radio resource to the mobile station 3 When a real time packet transmitted by the mobile station 3 is generated. In accordance With the above,



resource controller 25b obtains a variation betWeen a quantity



of a stored packet acquired from the mobile station 3 this time and a quantity of a stored packet acquired last time therefrom. Then, in the case Where the quantity of the stored packet



slots constituting one frame. The radio resource controller



?fth) slots to be used as the priority radio resource to the mobile station 3 of the user #1. To the user #2, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 7a composed of



allocation easily and instantaneously. variations of the quantity of storedpackets by use thereof, and



#1 and #2. In this case, the radio resource controller 25b also allocates time slot numbers alloWed to be used by the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the



uplink packet channel 7 is composed of time slots, every eight



resource controller 25b can allocate radio resources directly



the radio resources alloWed to actually be used by the respec



ler 25b can perform gradual control corresponding to the variations of the quantity of the stored packets. For example,



tive users among the concerned priority radio resources.



the radio resource controller 25b can perform a gradual con
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trol such as increasing or decreasing the quantity of the radio resources to be allocated if the variations of the quantity of the



use of the lines 10a to 10c Without performing operations such as rounding up and doWn. MeanWhile, the radio resources become the electric poWer When the Wireless access system is CDMA. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b does not need to use the graph in Which the variations of the quantity of usable radio resources, Which are determined by variations of



stored packets increase. Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b may allocate the quantity of the usable radio resources in response to both



of the variations and the quantity of the stored packets. For example, the radio resource controller 25b can allocate the usable radio resources by means of a graph shoWn in FIG. 5.



the quantity of stored packets, are integers. The radio resource controller 25b allocates the usable radio resources in accordance With both of the variations and the



FIG. 5 is a graph for calculating the variations of the quantity of the usable radio resources to be allocated by the radio resource controller 25b. The axis of ordinates in FIG. 5 rep resents the variations of the quantity of usable radio resources to be allocated by the radio resource controller 25b, and the



quantity of stored packets by use of the graph shoWn in FIG. 5. The allocation of the usable radio resources by the radio resource controller 25b Will be described by exemplifying the allocation of the usable radio resources to the mobile station 3 of the user #1 in the third frame 9c, shoWn in FIG. 4.



axis of abscissas therein represents the variations d of the quantity of stored packets. In FIG. 5, the variations of the



The quantity of stored packets X acquired from the user #1 in the ?rst frame 9a is Zero. The quantity of the stored packets



quantity of the radio resources become variations of the num ber of slots in the time slots.



X acquired from the user #1 in the second frame 9b is one. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b determines the



The radio resource controller 25b selects a line to be used



for obtaining the variations of the quantity of the usable radio resources among the lines 10a to 10c shoWn in the graph in



20



accordance With a quantity of stored packets X. The radio resource controller 25b uses the line 10a When the quantity of the stored packets X is 0 or more to less than a1, it uses the line 10b When the quantity of stored packets X is al or more to less



than a2, and it uses the line 10c When the quantity of stored



one. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b determines



the variation “+1” of the quantity of the usable radio resources



by the variations of the quantity of storedpackets d:+l by use 25



packets X is a2 or more.



Values of al and a2 are appropriately set such that the radio resource controller 25b can use a line in Which the variations



of the quantity of the usable radio resources to be allocated are



larger in the positive direction as the quantity of the stored packets X is larger. In accordance With the above, the radio



30



resource controller 25b can allocate more usable radio



resources to a mobile station 3 storing a larger quantity of stored packets. Therefore, the mobile station 3 can transmit



many packets stored in the buffer Without transmission using



35



so many usable radio resources, and can prevent the delay of the packet transmission. Note that a 1 is set equal to 10 and a2 is set equal to 20 in this embodiment. Moreover, in the lines 10a to 10c, as the variations of the



quantity of stored packets d increase in the positive direction,



For example, the time slot 7b composed of tWo (the fourth 40



45



quantity of stored packets. Therefore, the mobile station 3 can transmit the increased packets by using many usable radio resources, and can prevent the delay of the packet transmis sion.



radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 72b com 50



posed of only one (the fourth) slot to be used as the usable radio resource to the user #1.



Next, the radio resource controller 25b calculates the varia tions of the quantity of the usable radio resources based on the



resource controller 25b can perform the gradual control cor 55



be able to cope With a case Where the packets must be trans



quantity of the stored packets: XII acquired from the user #1 in the second frame 9b by use of the graph of FIG. 5. Then, in the third frame 9c, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 73b composed of tWo (the fourth and ?fth) slots to be used as the usable radio resource to the user #1 again.



Moreover, the time slot 7a composed of three (the ?rst to 60



the radio resource controller 25b use the lines 10a to 10c in



Which the variations of the quantity of usable radio resources, are determined by the variations d of the quantity of the stored packets, become integers as shoWn in FIG. 5. Thus, the radio



9a, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 71b composed of tWo (the fourth and ?fth) slots to be used as the usable radio resource to the user #1. Next, the radio resource controller 25b calculates the variations of the quan tity of usable radio resources based on the quantity of stored



packets: XIO acquired from the user #1 in the ?rst frame 9a by use of the graph of FIG. 5. Then, in the second frame 9b, the



variations and the quantity of stored packets, the radio



mitted quickly such as in the case When the quantity of stored packets is enormous. Note that radio resources become time slots When the Wire less access system is TDMA. Therefore, it is preferable that



and ?fth) slots to be used is allocated as a priority radio resource to the mobile station of the user #1. In the ?rst frame



the radio resource controller 25b can allocate more usable



responding to the variations, and can allocate the usable radio resources directly in consideration of the quantity of stored packets. For example, the radio resource controller 25b Will



slot to be used, Which is the fourth slot. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 73b composed of tWo slots Which are obtained by adding “1” to the time slot 72b composed of one slot as the radio resource to be used by the user #1 in the third frame 9c. In such a manner, the radio resource controller 25b allo cates the radio resources alloWed to actually be used by the mobile stations 3 of the respective users by use of the quantity of storedpackets. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b can dynamically change the allocation of the usable radio mobile stations 3 of the respective users.



proportion to the variations d. In accordance With the above,



As described above, When the radio resource controller 25b carries out the allocation in accordance With both of the



of the line 10a. The radio resources to be used by the user #1 in the second frame 9b is the time slot 72b composed of one



resources among the priority radio resources allocated to the



the variations of the quantity of the usable radio resources to be allocated are also increased in the positive direction in



radio resources to the mobile station 3 storing an increased



variation of the quantity of stored packets as “+1”. Moreover, the quantity of the stored packets in the second frame 9b is



third) slots to be used is allocated as a priority radio resource to the mobile station of the user #2. In the ?rst frame 9a, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 71a com



posed of tWo (the ?rst and second) slots to be used as the 65



usable radio resource to the user #2. In the subsequent second frame 9b, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time



resource controller 25b can directly obtain the variations of



slot 72a composed of only one (the ?rst) slot to be used by the



the quantity of the usable radio resources to be allocated by



user #2. In the subsequent third frame 9c, the radio resource
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controller 25b allocates the time slot 73a composed of three (the ?rst to third) slots to be used by the user #2. Note that the radio resource controller 25b sequentially



station 3 uses the open radio resources, and the mobile station 3 can catch the use of the time slots that have become the open radio resources because these time slots have not been allo cated as the usable radio resources. Accordingly, the base



allocates usable radio resources to the time slots for use in the priority radio resources of the respective users from a time



station 2 can improve the utiliZation ef?ciency of the open



slot having a small number, that is, a time slot early in order. For example, in the second frame 9b, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 72b composed of the fourth time slot to be used in the fourth and ?fth time slots, to



radio resources, and can achieve the effective utiliZation of the radio resources.



As described above, it is preferable that the radio resource controller 25b set the radio resources on the radio channel, Which have not been allocated as the usable radio resources, as the open radio resources alloWed to be used by the mobile



be used as the priority radio resource allocated to the user #1.



Moreover, in the second frame 9b, the radio resource control ler 25b allocates the time slot 72a composed of the ?rst time



stations for transmitting the packets having loW priority in transmission. In accordance With this, the radio resources that



slot to be used among the ?rst to third time slots to be used as the priority radio resource allocated to the user #2. The time slots 71a to 73a of the usable radio resources



have not been allocated as the usable radio resources are used



for transmitting the non-real time packets having loW priority



allocated to the user #2 as described above are used for



transmitting the real time packets 81a to 83a of the user #2. The time slots 71b to 73b of the usable radio resources allo cated to the user #1 are used for transmitting the real time packets 81b to 83b of the user #1. Note that the radio resource controller 25b may allocate the usable radio resources by use not only of the quantity of stored packets but also other elements including the use con dition of the usable radio resources. For example, When the base station 2 does not receive a real time packet from the



in transmission, and are not Wasted. Therefore, the base sta tion 2 achieves the effective utiliZation of the radio resources, and can use the radio resources more e?iciently. 20



25



usable radio resource, the radio resource controller 25b may



decrease the allocation of the usable radio resources step by step at a certain interval.



Next, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the time slot 7c composed of three (the sixth to eighth) slots that are



30



sion of the non-real time packet 8 of either of the users #1 and #2. Speci?cally, the radio resource controller 25b sets the radio resources that are not allocated to the users as open radio 35



of the non-real time packets 8 having loW priority in trans mission.



Furthermore, in the time slot 7b of the priority radio resource allocated to the user #1, the radio resource controller



25b also sets the ?fth time slot of the second frame 9b, Which



40



resource. Similarly, in the time slots 7a of the priority radio resource allocated to the user #2, the radio resource controller 45



not allocated as the usable radio resources, as the open radio resources.



Note that, While the users #1 and #2 can share the open radio resources, the radio resource controller 25b alloWs the open radio resources of the priority radio resources of the user



packets of Zero is included in the control signal 812. Simi larly, information With a quantity of stored packets of one of Zero is included in the control signals of the real time packets Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b may allocate



50



#1 to be preferentially used for the transmission of non-real



periodic timings for alloWing the mobile stations 3 of the respective users to report the quantity of stored packets to the uplink control channel. Then, the radio resource controller 25b may alloW the mobile stations 3 to transmit the control



troller 25b alloW the user #2 to use the open radio resources of the priority radio resources of the user #1 When the user #1 is



alloWs the open radio resources of the priority radio resources of the user #2 to be preferentially used for the transmission of the non-real time packets 8 of the user #2. As described above, the radio resource controller 25b sequentially allocates the usable radio resources to the time slots for use of the priority radio resources of the respective users from the time slot early in order. In accordance With this,



3. Therefore, the base station 2 can allocate the usable radio resources as a part of the processing in receiving the packets. Note that the real time and non-real time packets transmit ted from the mobile station 3 include user data and the control signals. As an example thereof, FIG. 6 shoWs the real time packet 81b shoWn in FIG. 4. The user data 811 included in the real time packet 81b is information itself including a voice, a



82b and 83b, respectively.



time packets 8 of the user #1. Then, the radio resource con



not using them. Similarly, the radio resource controller 25b



controller 25b. Therefore, the radio resource controller 25b Will allocate the usable radio resources When the mobile



moving picture, a streaming image and the like. The control signal 812 is a signal controlling the transmission of the packet. The quantity of the stored packet is included in the control signal 812. Information With the quantity of stored



is not allocated as a usable radio resource, as a open radio



25b also sets the third time slot of the ?rst frame 9a and the second and third time slots of the second frame 9b, Which are



packets of the mobile station 3 upon receiving this quantity of stored packets from the control signal processor 25a. The control signal processor 25a takes out the quantity of stored packets included in control signals from the control signals received by the antenna 21, inputted through the TRX 22 to the baseband processor 23, and inputted thereto by the base band processor 23. Then, the control signal processor 25a inputs the quantity of the stored packets to the radio resource station 3 transmits the packets thereto. Accordingly, the base station 2 can acquire the quantity of stored packets in combi nation With the receipt of the packets from the mobile station



not allocated to either of the users #1 and #2 for the transmis



resources, Which are alloWed to be used for the transmission



Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the usable radio resources by means of the quantity of stored



55



signals including the quantity of the stored packets at these timings. Thus, the base station 2 can acquire the quantity of stored packets periodically from the mobile stations 3. Then, the radio resource controller 25b can allocate periodically the usable radio resources. Therefore, the radio resource control ler 25b can revieW the allocation of the usable radio resources



60



periodically to prevent the allocation of unnecessary radio resources.



as the usable radio resource, and can set the slot as the open 65



After allocating the radio resources, the radio resource controller 25b inputs radio resource information such as allo cation results of the usable radio resources and information about open radio resources to the control signal processor



radio resource. Therefore, leeWay is given to a time for the mobile station 3 to access the base station 2 since the mobile



25a. The control signal processor 25a generates the control signals 6a to 6c including the radio resource information. The



the radio resource controller 25b vacates a time slot late in the



order, that is, a time slot late in time Without allocating the slot
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control signal processor 25a inputs the generated control



frames 9d and 9e. Therefore, the base station 2 does not receive the real time packets of the user #1, Which are to be transmitted by use of the time slots 74b and 75b as the usable radio resources, for a certain period. Consequently, the radio resource controller 25b determines that the usable radio



signals 6a to 6c to the baseband processor 23. Then, as shoWn



in FIG. 4, the TRX 22 reports the control signals 6a to 6c by the doWnlink control channel 6 to the mobile station 3 through the antenna 21. As described above, the radio resource con



troller 25b controls the mobile station 3 through the control signal processor 25a and the like. The control signal 6a includes the number of slots “one



resources allocated to the user #1 have not been used for a



certain period. Then, in the subsequent third frame 9f, the radio resource controller 25b reallocates the time slot 7b composed of tWo (the fourth and ?fth) slots that have already been allocated as the priority radio resources to the user #1. Consequently, the



slot” and time slot number for use “No. 4” of the usable radio resource in the second frame 9b, Which has been allocated to the user #1 by use of the quantity of stored packets: XII acquired from the user #1 in the ?rst frame 9a, and includes the number of slots “six slots” and time slot numbers “No. 2, No. 3 and Nos. 5 to 8” of the open radio resources. Moreover,



time slots 7b to the mobile station 3 of the user #1 are reallo



cated While the allocation of the usable radio resources by the control signal 6d of the doWnlink control channel 6 is taken as the last allocation. In the third frame 9f, the radio resource controller 25b does not allocate the time slot 7d composed of ?ve (the fourth to eighth) slots to either of the users #1 and #2. Speci?cally, the radio resource controller 25b sets the ?ve



the control signal 6b includes the number of slots “tWo slots” and time slot numbers for use “Nos. 4 and 5” of the usable radio resources in the third frame 9c, Which has been allo cated to the user #1 by use of the quantity of stored packets: XII acquired from the user #1 in the second frame 9b, and includes the number of slots “three slots” and time slot num bers “Nos. 5 to 8” of the open radio resources. Note that the radio resource information includes that the usable radio resources are radio resources for transmitting real time pack



slots of the time slot 7d as the open radio resources and uses 20



usable radio resources are unused for a certain period.



Accordingly, the base station 2 can release the priority radio



ets and that the open radio resources are radio resources for



transmitting non-real time packets.



the same slots for transmitting the non-real time packets 8. As described above, it is preferable that the radio resource controller 25b reallocate the priority radio resources When the



25



Furthermore, the radio resource controller 25b reallocates the priority radio resources When the usable radio resources allocated to the mobile station 3 are unused for a certain



period. For example, the base station 2 determines that the



resources that are not used by the mobile station 3 allocated With the radio resources to other mobile stations 3, and can use the radio resources more ef?ciently. Moreover, even if there exists the frame 9e Where the time slot 75a as the usable radio resource is not used, the radio resource controller 25b



usable radio resources allocated to the mobile station 3 are not 30 does not reallocate the priority radio resources immediately, but allocates the time slot 76a as the usable radio resource.



used for a certain period in the case of not receiving the real



time packets using the usable radio resources from the mobile station 3 for the certain period. To be concrete, the radio resource controller 25b is linked With the timer 25c. The radio resource controller 25b receives an acknowledgement of packets to the effect that a user’ s real



Therefore, the mobile station 3 can transmit a packet imme diately When a real time packet 85a is generated, and can



prevent delay. 35



time packets have been received from the control signal pro



Note it is preferable that the certain period that is a refer ence for reallocating the priority radio resources is short from a vieWpoint of effective utiliZation of radio resources. If the



cessor 25a. In this case, the radio resource controller 25b



certain period is short, the allocated priority radio resources is



acquires the time of the packet receipt. Thus, the time each



reallocated quickly if there are radio resources for use that are



user uses the usable radio resources is knoWn by the radio resource controller 25b. Then, based on the time When each



40



should be long from a vieWpoint of shortening a time taken for allocation control. In the case Where the certain period is too



user uses the usable radio resources, the radio resource con



troller 25b determines that the usable radio resources have been unused for a certain period in the case of not receiving



the acknowledgement that the real time packets of the user concerned have not been received for the certain period from the control signal processor 25a. Then, the radio resource controller 25b reallocates the priority radio resources of the



45



short, the allocation and reallocation of the priority radio resources Will be repeated, leading to possible elongation of the time taken for the allocation control. Accordingly, the certain period is appropriately set in consideration of the effective utiliZation of radio resources and the shortening of the time taken for the allocation control.



user.



The reallocation of the priority radio resources Will be described With reference to FIG. 7. In FIG. 7, the time slots 7a,



not being used, and therefore, the radio resources can be



utiliZed e?iciently. On the other hand, the certain period



50



Next, the case of using the CDMA as the Wireless access



system Will be described With reference to FIG. 8. The uplink packet channel 207 is shared by the users #1 and #2. Since the



each being composed of three (the ?rst to third) slots to be used, are allocated as the priority radio resources to the user



same frequency is multiplexed by different spreading codes



#2 of the mobile station 3 in the ?rst to third frames 9d to 9f similarly to the ?rst to third frames 9a to 9c shoWn in FIG. 4. Moreover, the time slots 74a to 76a are allocated as the usable radio resources to the user #2 and used for transmitting the



in the case of the CDMA, it is necessary that the total received 55



the base station 2 be of a certain value or less in the uplink packet channel 207. This certain value is referred to as an



real time packets 84a and 85a.



uplink channel capacity. In the CDMA, the electric poWer in



MeanWhile, the time slots 7b, each being composed of tWo (the fourth and ?fth) slots to be used, are allocated as priority



the base station 2 becomes radio resources, and therefore, the 60



radio resources to the user #1 in the ?rst and second frames 9d



and 9e similarly to the ?rst and second frames 9a and 9b shoWn in FIG. 4. Moreover, the time slots 74b and 75b are allocated as the usable radio resources to the user #1.



The mobile station 3 of the user #1 does not transmit the



real time packets by use of the time slots 74b and 75b allo cated as the usable radio resources in the ?rst and second



poWer of the signals from the respective mobile stations 3 in



65



radio resource controller 25b allocates the received electric poWer and controls the total received poWer in the base station 2 so as to be equal to/less than the uplink channel capacity. Note that the received poWer of the base station 2 and the transmission poWer of the mobile stations 3 are equal to each other.



The axis of ordinates of FIG. 8 represents the received poWer in the base station 2, and the axis of abscissas thereof
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represents time. The value of the reference symbol B indi cates the uplink channel capacity. In the CDMA, the base station 2 is speci?ed With the maximum quantity of the elec



resource controller 25b reallocates the received poWer 272b, Which Was allocated as priority radio resources to the user #2.



Therefore, the allocation of the received poWer 272b is real located at the point of time shoWn by the arroW D in FIG. 8. Consequently, the transmission poWer 272b Which Was allo



tric poWer as the maximum quantity of radio resources from the users #1 and #2. The radio resource controller 25b allo



cates the speci?ed maximum quantity of the electric poWer as



cated to the user #2 becomes open radio resource at the point



priority radio resources to the mobile stations 3 of the users #1 and #2. The radio resource controller 25b allocates the received poWer 207a as the priority radio resource to the mobile station 3 of the user #1. Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b allocates the received poWer 207b as the pri ority radio resource to the mobile station 3 of the user #2. Next, similarly to the case of the TDMA, the radio resource controller 25b allocates usable radio resources from the pri ority radio resources allocated to the mobile stations 3 of the



of time of the arroW D in FIG. 8 and after, and Will be used for



users #1 and #2 by using the quantity of the stored packets. The real time packets 281a to 283a, 281b and the non-real time packet 208 include user data and control signals. The quantity of stored packets is included in the control signals. Therefore, the base station 2 acquires the quantity of stored packets by receiving the packets from the mobile stations 3.



transmitting the non-real time packet 208. Among the mobile stations 3, there are mobile stations that perform the real time communication such as communica tions of a voice, a moving picture and a streaming image, mobile stations that perform the non-real time communica tion such as a data communication, and a multifunctional



20



The radio resource controller 25b ?rst allocates the



received poWer 271a, then the received poWer 272a, and then the received poWer 273a as usable radio resources to the mobile station 3 of the user #1 Within a range that does not exceed the received poWer 207a. The radio resource control



mation. The input/ output unit 35 could include, for example, 25



ler 25b ?rst allocates the received poWer 271b, and then the received poWer 272b as usable radio resources to the mobile station 3 of the user #2 Within a range that does not exceed the



received poWer 207b. Then, the received poWer 271a to 273a



30



of the usable radio resources allocated to the user #1 are used



a speaker, a microphone, a keyboard and the like. The codec



input/output processor 34 carries out processing of informa tion to be outputted to the input/output unit 35 and processing of information inputted from the input/output unit 35. For example, the codec input/ output processor 34 encodes voice information inputted from the input/ output unit 35 and decodes information to be outputted to the input/output unit



35. The codec input/ output processor 34 inputs the informa tion inputted from the input/ output unit 35 to the baseband



for transmitting the real time packets 281a to 283a. The received poWer 271b of the usable radio resources allocated to



the user #2 is used for transmitting the real time packet 281b of the user #2.



mobile station performing both the real time and non-real time communications. As shoWn in FIG. 9, the mobile station 3 includes the antenna 31, the TRX 32, the baseband proces sor 33, the codec input/output processor 34, the input/output unit 35, the card interface unit 36, and the controller 37. The baseband processor 33 includes the buffer 33a. The controller 37 includes the control signal processor 37a and the timer 37b. The input/output unit 35 receives information to be trans mitted by the mobile station 3 and outputs the received infor



35



processor 33. The card interface unit 36 acquires information to be trans



Moreover, the radio resource controller 25b does not allo



mitted by the mobile stations 3, through a card dedicated to



cate the remaining received poWer Which is obtained by sub



data transmission such as a PC card from an external device



tracting the sum of the received poWer 207a and 207b allo cated to the users #1 and #2, respectively, from the uplink channel capacity B, to either of the users #1 and #2. Then, the radio resource controller 25b sets the remaining received poWer as the open radio resources used for transmitting the non-real time packets 208. Moreover, the radio resource con troller 25b also sets received poWer that has not been allocated



such as the personal computer 12. Moreover, the card inter face unit 36 inputs the information received by the mobile



as the usable radio resources from the received poWer 207a and 207b of the priority radio resources allocated to the users



40



baseband processor 33. The baseband processor 33 generates the user data 811 of 45



#1 and #2 as open radio resources.



Then, the control signal processor 25a generates the con trol signals 206a to 206c, Which includes radio resource infor mation. The control signals 206a and 206b include the received poWer 272a and 273a of the usable radio resources allocated to the user #1, that is, transmission poWer usable by the user #1. The control signal 206c includes the received poWer 272b of the usable radio resources, Which is allocated to the user #2, that is, transmission poWer usable by the user #2. The TRX 22 reports the control signals 206a and 206b to



50



erated by the control signal processor 37a from the control signal processor 37a. Then, the baseband processor 33 gen erates the packet 81b including the signal 812 and the user



55



data 811, Which is as shoWn in FIG. 6. The buffer 33a main tains the packet. The baseband processor 33 stores the gen erated packet in the buffer 33a. In such a manner, the packets to be transmitted by the mobile stations 3 are stored in the



60



buffer 33a. Moreover, When generating the real time packets, the baseband processor 33 reports the generation of the real time packets to the control signal processor 37a. Moreover, the baseband processor 33 reports the quantity of the stored packets to the control signal processor 37a. The baseband processor 33 takes out the packets from the buffer 33a. Moreover, the baseband processor 33 receives a



271b and 272b allocated as the usable radio resources from



the point of time shoWn by arroW C in FIG. 8. Therefore, the base station 2 does not receive the real time packets of the user



control signal generated by the control signal processor 37a,



#2, Which use the received poWer 271b and 272b, for a certain



period. Accordingly, the radio resource controller 25b deter



the packet based on the information inputted from the codec input/output processor 34 and the card interface unit 36. Moreover, the baseband processor 33 receives the control



signal 812 including the quantity of the storage packet gen



the mobile station 3 through the antenna 21, by the doWnlink control channel 206. Moreover, the mobile station 3 of the user #2 does not transmit any real time packet by use of the received poWer



station 3 through the card to the external device such as the



personal computer 12. The card interface unit 36 inputs the information acquired from the personal computer 12 to the
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Which requires real time communication. The baseband pro cessor 33 performs signal processing such as spreading of the



mines that the usable radio resources allocated to the user #2



packets and the control signal, and inputs the processed pack



have been unused for a certain period. Then, the radio



ets and control signal to the TRX 32. Moreover, the baseband
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17 processor 33 performs signal processing such as despreading



Moreover, the control signal processor 37a receives the



of the signal inputted from the TRX 32. The baseband pro



control signals 6a to 6d and 206a to 206c, Which are trans



cessor 33 inputs the control signals 6a to 6d and 206a to 206c inputted from the TRX 32, Which are transmitted from the base station 2 by the doWnlink control channel 6, to the



mitted from the base station 2 by the doWnlink control chan nel 6 from the baseband processor 33. The control signal



control signal processor 37a. Moreover, the baseband proces sor 33 inputs the information inputted from the TRX 32 to the codec input/output processor 34 and the card interface unit



the allocation result of the radio resources and the informa tion about open radio resources from the control signals.



processor 37a takes out the radio resource information such as



Then, the control signal processor 37a controls the transmis sion of the packets, Which is performed by the TRX 32, in



36. The TRX 32 is a Wireless unit. The TRX 32 transmits the



accordance With the radio resource information thereof. For



example, the control signal processor 37a controls the TRX 32 to transmit the real time packets by use of the allocated time slots for use in the case of the TDMA and using the



packets inputted from the baseband processor 33 to the base station 2 through the antenna 31. In this case, the TRX 32 carries out the transmission of the packets in accordance With the control of control signal processor 37a. Moreover, the TRX 32 transmits the control signal requiring the real time communication inputted from the baseband processor 33, to the base station 2 through the antenna 31. Moreover, the TRX 32 inputs the received information and control signals 6a to 6d and 206a to 206c to the baseband processor 33.



Upon receiving the notice of the generation of the real time packets from the baseband processor 33, the control signal processor 37a generates a control signal reporting the genera tion of the real time packets to the base station 2. Concretely, the control signal processor 37 reports the generation of the real time packets to the base station 2 by requiring real time



allocated transmission poWer in the case of the CDMA.



Moreover, the control signal processor 37a controls the TRX 32 to transmit the non-real time packets by use of the open radio resources.



In such a manner, the mobile station 3 transmits the real 20



radio resources. Note that the non-real time packets can be



transmitted by using an arbitrary access protocol including a random access system such as Slotted ALOHA and CSMA and a reservation-type access system. 25



communication of the base station 2. Therefore, the control



electric poWer in the case of the CDMA. Note that the control



Moreover, the control signal processor 37a Works together With the timer 37b. The control signal processor 37a acquires a time from the timer 37b in such a case Where the termination of the communication is determined based on the time. The



signal processor 37a generates the control signal requiring real time communication. The control signal processor 37a speci?es the maximum quantity of the radio resource to the base station 2 While adding the maximum quantity of the radio resources necessary for the real time communication to the control signal requiring the real time communication. The control signal processor 37a generates a control signal includ ing the maximum quantity of the radio resources necessary to transmit the generated real time packets. To the base station 2, the control signal processor 37a speci?es the maximum num ber of the time slots necessary to transmit the real time pack ets in the case of the TDMA, and the maximum quantity of the



time packets by using the allocated usable radio resources, and transmits the non-real time packets by using the open
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antenna 31 transmits/receives signals from/to the base station 2. The antenna 31 inputs the signals received from the base station 2 to the TRX 32. Moreover, the antenna 31 transmits



the signals inputted from the TRX 32 to the base station 2. As described above, the control signal processor 37a, the 35



baseband processor 33, the TRX 32 and the antenna 31 carry out the control of the packet transmission in response to the



radio resource information, the processing of the signals and the transmission of the signals, thus functioning as a trans mitter transmitting the packets by use of the radio resources 40



allocated by the base station 2. Moreover, the control signal processor 37a, the baseband



signal processor 37a speci?es a default value predetermined



processor 33, the TRX 32 and the antenna 31 carry out the



as the maximum quantity of the radio resources When the control signal processor 37a cannot determine the maximum quantity of the radio resources necessary for real time com munication.



generation of the control signals requiring the real time com munication, the processing and transmission of the signals,



As described above, When the real time packets are gener ated in the mobile station 3, it is preferable that the mobile station 3 report the generation thereof. In accordance With this, the mobile station 3 can be allocated preferentially With the priority radio resources by the base station 2 in response to the generation of the real time packets. Therefore, the radio
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processor 33, the TRX 32 and the antenna 31 carry out the



generation of the control signals including the quantity of the stored packets, the processing of the signals and the transmis 50



type communication. Furthermore, the mobile station 3 should specify the maxi generated real time packets to the base station 2. In accor dance With this, the mobile station 3 can be allocated prefer entially With the priority radio resources su?icient to reserve the maximum quantity of the radio resources by the base station 2. Accordingly, the mobile station 3 can satisfy the
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of transmitting the packet. Accordingly, the mobile station 3 60



can report the quantity of the stored packets in combination With the transmission of the packets, and can eliminate the



necessity of reporting the quantity of stored packets sepa



rately.



stored packets of the buffer 33a from the baseband processor 33, the control signal processor 37a generates the control signal to the baseband processor 33.



ates the packets 81b that includes the control signal 812 including the quantity of the stored packets and the user data 811. Then, the TRX 32 transmits the packet 81b through the antenna 31 to the base station 2. Therefore, the mobile station 3 can report the transmission of the stored packets in the event



acceptable delay time of the real time packets. Moreover, upon receiving the notice of the quantity of



signal 812 including the quantity of the stored packets. The control signal processor 37a inputs the generated control



sion of the signals, thus functioning as a packet quantity noti?cation unit reporting the quantity of stored packets to the base station 2. In addition to the above, the baseband processor 33 gener



resources can be used more e?iciently in the connectionless



mum quantity of the radio resources necessary to transmit the



thus functioning as a packet generation noti?cation unit reporting the generation of packets to the base station 2. Moreover, the control signal processor 37a, the baseband



Note that the antenna 31 may receive control signals 65



including periodic timing for reporting the quantity of stored packets allocated by the base station 2, and may input the same control signals to the baseband processor 33 through the
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